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Do not believe it. So said Jesus Christ about those who would claim he had arrived.

(Matthew 24:23-26) “Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look! Here is the Christ,’ or, ‘There!’ do not believe it. 24 For false
Christs and false prophets will arise and will give great signs and wonders so as to mislead, if possible, even the chosen
ones. 25 Look! I have forewarned you. 26 Therefore, if people say to you, ‘Look! He is in the wilderness,’ do not go out;
‘Look! He is in the inner chambers,’ do not believe it. 

Christ said that because every human of Earth will be aware of his real arrival, by Christ's own personal power, NOT human. (Rev14) 

NO ONE will, at that time, need a human "visionary" to see and feel the REAL Christ:

(Revelation 1:7) Look! He is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see him, and those who pierced him; and all the
tribes of the earth will beat themselves in grief because of him. Yes, Amen.

Thus, just be patient, this is the homestretch to world government first.

Christ: Hint, Hint, Hint

(1 Thessalonians 5:4-5) But you, brothers, you are not in darkness, so that that day should overtake you as it would
thieves, 5 for you are all sons of light and sons of day. We belong neither to night nor to darkness.

Thus, [in the future], there will be [many] ample "hints" (Matt24:6), given to humans worldwide, in the very personal and non-religious
manner, indicating it is leading to the Christ second coming.  

And not just for "brothers and sisters" of Christ, but for everyone worldwide:

(Haggai 2:7) And I will rock all the nations, and the desirable things of all the nations must come in; and I will fill this
house with glory,’ Jehovah of armies has said.

These next prophecy-outlined few years will have "hints" from prophecy. 

These future hints start with a slap, the temple judgment of Jehovah's witnesses first.

(Matthew 25:5-6) While the bridegroom was delaying, they all nodded and went to sleep. 6 Right in the middle of the night
there arose a cry, ‘Here is the bridegroom! Be on your way out to meet him.’

These future hints must build and compound, one step after the other, into the stronger and stronger [personal awareness] that these
prophecy steps, "hints", and global milestones are indeed leading to? 

The Second Coming of Jesus Christ

Now, we can review some of the prophecy "hints" coming in the future [steps], to give us a [final sequence] of future [global indications]
which will become more and more undeniable for some people, as it steps along.

Thus, even the final ministry will end (Rev11:7), and be transcended into total Christ-backed global awareness as aided by his own
arrival for the "sheep sweep" mission first priority. (Rev14; Dan12:11) 

Thus, we can know now (Rev1:1), in time, the coming apostate Jehovah's witnesses global ministerial downfall (and its
Daniel 8:14 timing) in the first "wake up event" of prophecy and it will lead, in time (Dan8:14), to the final 1260 days
"witness" of Revelation 11, in the future. 

Thus, we can know now, that [future]  "last witnessing" (Rev10:11), 1260 days [of the future], completes (Rev11:7-10), and leads to
"8th King" World Government. (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7; Rev17:8-12)

What it will [NOT] lead to is "the end of the world" as some claim, such as apostate Jehovah's witnesses. (2Thess2:1-2; Matt24:6;
Luke 21:9)

The basic logic in prophecy will be: 8th King World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18)
and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it
completes. That takes several more years.

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in
sackcloth.” 

The point is, a globally seen future "8th King" globalized "World Government" triggers the Christ "second coming", after a final ministry



has emerged and ceased (Rev11:7; Dan12:11), after Jehovah's witnesses are desolated for apostasy.
(Dan8:14>>Dan12:7>>Dan12:11)

But, a number of compounding huge [future] global milestone events (Hag2:7), [and] that final ministry (Rev10:11) summary to foretold
completion (Rev10:5-7; Rev11:7-10), will have been giving final [accurate] information concerning that Christ arrival (Rev11:11-12),
and the final "ascended" world government "big signal". (Rev11:7; Rev13:3; Rev17:8)

Because the final 1260 days ministry [of the future] will be progressively leading to the real thing with building awareness and
enlightenment for many as we step into this future:

(Matthew 24:27) For just as the lightning comes out of eastern parts and shines over to western parts, so the presence of
the Son of man will be. 28 Wherever the carcass is, there the eagles will be gathered together.

The [worldwide] awareness of the Christ arrival certainty over the next few years will be "opening eyes" the whole time in a very
personal manner of personal awareness. 

But, the goal is the purpose of Christ forming his own worldwide awareness of arrival, from his own super-human power, not from
Christian human imperfect aids any longer at this time, but from his holy angels to every human of Earth, even if only "the chosen" are
protected, ANYONE can CHOOSE to be "chosen":

(Matthew 24:30-31) And then the sign of the Son of man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will beat
themselves in lamentation, and they will see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.
31 And he will send forth his angels with a great trumpet sound (of global awareness), and they will gather his chosen ones
together from the four winds (Rev7:1; Rev14:14-16), from one extremity of the heavens to their other extremity.

As will be shown, YOU can choose to be chosen, by being willing [at that time] of the future! (Rev14:6-7)

THE FUTURE IS THE GREATEST "BELIEVE IN CHRIST AND BE SAVED" PERIOD OF [ALL HUMAN
HISTORY]

Thus, rather than be a "you are screwed" Christ "second coming" like some have been deluded to teach, all that foretold future global
[building] awareness (Rev8-11), will be effected for this Kingdom of God open salvation offer and Kingdom Terms of Peace to
become known, from the angelic "mid heaven" position, worldwide, guaranteed:

(Revelation 14:6-7) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had EVERLASTING GOOD NEWS to declare AS
GLAD TIDINGS to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud
voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived (Rev17:12; Dan12:11), and so
worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.

That is, THE FUTURE IS THE GREATEST "BELIEVE IN CHRIST AND BE SAVED" PERIOD OF [ALL HUMAN
HISTORY], GUARANTEED! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT!

That offer to all mankind coming with the Immortal Kingdom of Christ is the World Terms of Peace of Christ in his coming
"King of kings" total rule of the universe and the Milky Way and planet Earth within it!

And due to all the world and religious failure, that Kingdom peace agreement to "worship God" will be empowered by the simplest of
requirements for salvation [at that time], exercising faith in Christ, by accepting that KINGDOM-BACKED SUPERHUMAN peace
offer. 

Regardless who you are (Rom2:12-16), or what your personal context may be, ANYONE human can accept that guaranteed Kingdom
salvation offer and be spared into healed physical perfection and everlasting life deathless potential, even to human immortality later:

(John 3:16-18) For God loved the world so much that he gave his only-begotten Son, in order that everyone exercising
faith in him might not be destroyed but have everlasting life. 17 For God sent forth his Son into the world, not for him to
judge the world, but for the world to be saved through him. 18 He that exercises faith in him is not to be judged. He that
does not exercise faith has been judged already, because he has not exercised faith in the name of the only-begotten
Son of God.

That is EVERYONE exercising faith MUST be saved. 

It is not a few in this religion "exercising faith" in religion; it is EVERYONE GLOBALLY exercising faith in Jesus Christ, period, whether
for years or in that very second within the Daniel 12:11 final 1290 days of his "presence" for that salvation offer.

(Revelation 14:12) Here is where it means endurance for the holy ones, those who observe the commandments of God
and the faith of Jesus.

In fact, this is when ALL HUMANS will need endurance:

(Revelation 13:15-18) And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild
beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.
16 And it puts under compulsion all persons, the small and the great, and the rich and the poor, and the free and the
slaves, that they should give these a mark in their right hand or upon their forehead, 17 and that nobody might be able to
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buy or sell except a person having the mark, the name of the wild beast or the number of its name. 18 Here is where
wisdom comes in: Let the one that has intelligence calculate the number of the wild beast, for it is a man’s number; and
its number is six hundred and sixty-six.

As you can see, it is not just "Christians" but "all persons" who will be targeted for the 666 world government acceptance campaign
come its future completion in the future. 

By DEFAULT—ANYONE who will not "accept the mark of the beast" MUST also be saved!

Now that is all "EVERLASTING good news" (Rev14:60, for all the human beings who choose the Kingdom of Christ as the Kingdom
to call home, rather than the 666 of lame [rival] world government "8th King" "scarlet wildbeast" allegiance.

No Reason to Hide, Unless...

But, there are those to in love with their own "8th kingdom" and human power, and they too will know Christ has arrived. But, these will
evade him and try to hide:

(Revelation 6:12-17) And I saw when he opened the sixth seal, and a great earthquake occurred; and the sun became
black as sackcloth of hair, and the entire moon became as blood, 13 and the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as when a
fig tree shaken by a high wind casts its unripe figs. 14 And the heaven departed as a scroll that is being rolled up, and
every mountain and [every] island were removed from their places. 15 And the kings of the earth and the top-ranking
ones and the military commanders and the rich and the strong ones and every slave and [every] free person hid
themselves in the caves and in the rock-masses of the mountains. 16 And they keep saying to the mountains and to the
rock-masses: “Fall over us and hide us from the face of the One seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

But, there is no hiding place is there?

(Amos 9:1-5) I saw Jehovah stationed above the altar, and he proceeded to say: “Strike the pillar head, so that the
thresholds will rock. And cut them off at the head, all of them. And the last part of them I shall kill with the sword itself. No
one fleeing of them will make good his flight, and no one escaping of them will make his getaway. 2 If they dig down into
Sheol, from there my own hand will take them; and if they go up to the heavens, from there I shall bring them down. 3 And
if they hide themselves on the top of Carmel, from there I shall carefully search and be certain to take them. And if they
conceal themselves from in front of my eyes on the floor of the sea, down there I shall command the serpent, and it must
bite them. 4 And if they go into captivity before their enemies, from there I shall command the sword, and it must kill them;
and I will set my eyes upon them for bad, and not for good. 5 And the Sovereign Lord, Jehovah of the armies, is the One
touching the land, so that it melts; and all the inhabitants in it will have to mourn; and it will certainly come up like the Nile,
all of it, and sink down like the Nile of Egypt.

And from Revelation 18 context description, like that 6th seal prophecy in Revelation 16:12, we see a [functioning world system] is
present, with time to hide, or time to surrender to Christ. That is because the "seven trumpets" are a future final cycle sequence of time
for many to receive worldwide hints in the first six trumpets of what that "alarm" will mean for not just world government "ascension" but
for the Christ arrival it will trigger. 

And when Christ does arrive it has to be for the gathering of all savable humans of Earth for the whole 1290 days of Daniel 12:11 as
the place (Rev16:16) and events the first six trumpets are leading to. There is time given where even a former enemy of Christ can
"change their mind" and "change sides" and choose the Kingdom of Christ over the World Government faulty "new order" whose reign
will end with the 1290 days of Daniel 12:11.

Thus, there are other global events of increasing mass awareness which occur before Christ arrives:

(Matthew 24:29) “Immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 

Though there could be celestial phenomena, for there certainly will be angelic earthly activity from both camps starting to be [seen and
felt] around planet Earth, the Bible has used symbols of power and light to mean earthly powers and societal guidance systems which
will be undergoing radical transformations in the future. 

1. The "7th King" is superceded by the "8th King" in prophecy because that "7th King" [national-based] global ruling system will
become a pawn of "8th King" World Government through this process:

(Daniel 11:42) And [King North] (Globalist-System) will keep thrusting out his (globalization) hand against the (King South
national-system) lands; and as regards the (7th King/King South national-system capitol symbol) land of Egypt, she
(subservient King South, 7th King fall) will not prove to be an escapee. 

Thus, it is not "the end of the world" coming up, it is the end of national sovereignty as the superior "sun" authority (Rom13) on Earth.
The end of that "nation-state system" in total loss of national-system wealth sovereignty, for King North globalist owned global-
bankruptcy of the national-governmental and societal systems will be quite the future "wake up" event for many people. 

When all global wealth ends up in King North "8th King" complete private-corporate control as aided by the final "sword stroke" crash-
to-recovery phase of the future, that will herald also the end of national sovereignty "old world order" power as we once knew it:



(Daniel 11:43a) And [King North] ("8th King" Globalist-System) will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and
the silver and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (of former "King South", then fallen "7th King" assets globally)

It will be "the end" of the "remains a short while" "7th King" national rule. (Rev17:8-13)

Thereby as the "tribulation of those days" ends [on its own] (with the Revelation 11:3 1260 days also ending), as symbolized in the
Revelation 13:3 "sword-stroke", the "King South" system synonymous with the "7th King" shall have to "fall". 

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3
future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations),
but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle' "healing"), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is where
the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on top.
10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system
vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for
precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent
it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

When "8th King" World Government arises from the "abyss" of the effects of the future "sword-stroke", it will finally ascend with its
United Nations "image" fourth prophecy event (Dan12:11), into officially complete world government for a brief "one hour" of global
rule via Daniel 12:11's final timed phase.

(Revelation 17:12-13) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale
sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government). 

As in Revelation 17:8-9 the "7th King" "remains a short while" not ending in destruction, but into world government subservience no
one can stop or reverse. It is [only] the "8th King" which "goes off into destruction" by the hand of Christ. (Rev17:14) The global "7th
King" guided "King South" national-system ends in full "King North" globalist-system [corporate] financial control by epic economic
downfall as aided by the final sword-stroke phase [of the future].

THAT nation-state system coming downfall is what darkness the Mathew 24:29 "sun, moon" as human and societal "stars" of light also
fail.

(Amos 9:5) And the Sovereign Lord, Jehovah of the armies, is the One touching the land, so that it melts; and all the
inhabitants in it will have to mourn; and it will certainly come up like the Nile, all of it, and sink down like the Nile of
(national-system symbolic) Egypt.

That is how in Amos 9:5 the "Nile of Egypt" is the human societal system downfall along with its "Egypt" capital of King South in Daniel
11:42-43. 

(Isaiah 19:4) And I will deliver up (national-system symbolic) Egypt into the hand of a hard master, and strong will be the
king ("8th King" "King North" world government) that will rule over them,” is the utterance of the [true] Lord, Jehovah of
armies.

All that will also be known globally in national-system downfall effects, even if the true meaning behind it all is not.

This is because the "sword stroke" phase resolving peacefully globally (1Thess5:1-3), into a worldwide "healing" phase is when "8th
King" World Government is to be presented in the future.

(Revelation 13:3) And I saw one of its heads as though slaughtered to death, but its death-stroke got healed, and all the
earth followed the wild beast (world government) with admiration. 

Now we know the "abyss" which the "wildbeast" World Government will "ascend" from is that same rise of "King North" in Daniel
11:44-45 from the context of the coming global "abyss-like" effect of the "tribulation of those days". (Dan11:42-43) Thus, the [future]
global-crisis "sword-stroke" coming, passes into a notable globally seen "world peace" resolving recovery of 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3
parallel with this world government ascension:

(Revelation 17:8-11) The wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (Rev13:3
future "sword-stroke" effect), and it is to go off into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was (United Nations),
but is not (UN impotent to stop the coming "sword-stroke" global-crisis), and yet will be present (but comes back up (Rev11:7),
for the final UN rendition to representing the World Government 'miracle'  global"healing"), those who dwell on the earth will
wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. 9 “Here is
where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: The seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits on
top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. (7th King/King South is not destroyed but "remains a short while", it becomes a global national-system



vassalized-state of "King North" world government; Dan11:42-43) 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an
eighth [king], but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction. (world government is the entity Christ will target for
precision selective deposition and removal, a UN-related "image" and "disgusting thing" globalist-entity will continue to represent
it, no matter how they may rename and rebrand it in the future in this future "abyss ascension" finality)

Thus, before Christ arrives, the whole world will also be aware World Government has completed:

(Revelation 17:12-13) And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast (as world government). 13 These have one thought (global-scale
sovereignty), and so they give their (national-system) power and authority to the wild beast (world government). 

And we see from the context, is this prophecy, that World Government "8th King" will complete before the arrival, sheep gathering, and
eventual conquest of the Kingdom of Christ:

(Revelation 17:14) These will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb will
conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].

As shown in the prophecy sequence, after World Government is completed, it will then depose global "Babylon the Great" religion.

(Revelation 17:15-18) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds
and nations and tongues. (Rev16:12-16) 16 And the ten horns that you saw (national-systems), and the wild beast (world
government globalist-system), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked (pillaged and exposed), and
will eat up her fleshy parts (depose and absorb her corporate identity and leadership) and will completely burn her with
fire. (complete global outlawed corporate deposition, under world government) 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out
his thought (Rev18:8), even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national-system) kingdom to the (world
government) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom you saw means
the great (global-corporate-religious) city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

And that "Babylon the Great" worldwide deposition of global corporate religion will be in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days via the
Revelation 14:6-7 period of the Christ arrival to save some people from that religious downfall (Rev11:13), to arrive at this Kingdom
angelic statement of the total destruction of religion globally.

(Revelation 14:8) And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who
made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!”

How Many Things Must "Come True" In the Future to Believe?

(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take
place. 

Now, how many prophecy forecast elements must "come true" to prove a prophecy interpretation is true? 1? 3? 5? 7? Well, if
Jehovah's witnesses never went down for apostasy in the future, and their "the end" came true, zero elements "coming true" in this
forecast of the final prophecy continuum would occur and this prophecy forecast would fail. 

This forecast hinges of the Jehovah's witnesses ministry as the final apostasy of our times, and that it will lead
to an epic judgment downfall event upon that ministry in the future, fully foretold and timed in Daniel 8:13-14 as
Revelation 8's temple judgment future parallel inception.

Thus, this prophecy claim, needs at least one thing to "come true" first, in the Revelation 1:1 "things which must shortly take place";
and in this forecast the downfall of apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry and corrupted organization will be but the first domino to fall,
and it will start a chain reaction of final prophecy. 

Thus the future prophecy "domino effect" will provide many things coming true in a stepping series, as numbered below, and in that
same general order.

1. Thus, for your future proof and also the judgment priority of 1 Peter 4:17, the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy will go down and be
globally organizationally dissolved before the eyes of the whole world, with a fake "the end of the world" cover story (2Thess2:1-2), to
complete this "Decoration" of the anointed "temple" invasion by infiltration process (Dan11:31a; Dan11:32b; Dan8:12), here in Daniel
11:41:

(Daniel 11:41a) [King North] (Globalist-System) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration, and there will be
many [PEOPLE] that will be made to stumble. (Dan11:32-35) 

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses will go down from their own mouth and apostasy in the global context of Daniel 11:42-43 then
also completing with the "sword-stroke". It will NOT be the Daniel 11:44-45 activation context with [fraud WT decoy]
"King North Russia" as the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses will try to claim. Be warned, do not be fooled by
them.

2. And that downfall of the apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry, must start to implode with the global "tribulation of those days"
context beginning as the overall prophecy parallel. 
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Will the apostate Jehovah's witnesses global downfall in the timed (Dan8:14) temple judgment (Dan8:13-14; Rev8), be enough to aid
believability of this forecast? 

Will the temple judgment timing verification of 1150 days or 2300 days of a fulfilled downfall and ministerial recovery be enough?

Well, if that is not enough how about the Revelation 13:3 "sword stroke" event and principle phase coming, and then resolving global
peacefully into world government rather than a "the end of the world"?

3. That future global-crisis will define the "sword-stroke" events in some "tribulation of those days" manner for now unknown. 

That [future] "tribulation of those days" global-stressing context of a few years (Matt24:29-31), aids the national-system downfall of
Daniel 11:42-43, for the rise of world government. And, as per prophecy the "sword-stroke" will pass into a global peace resolution
and it will begin a global "healing" process. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12)

4. And into that highly "admirable" and globally hopeful phase "8th King" World Government shall present itself as the final [rival] stated
and claimant global sovereignty and world owner, but they are the final fraud signal of such sovereign overstep we have been waiting
for since the early 1900s.

Will that huge sovereign signal of World Government be enough to prove this structured prophecy forecast since 2012 is valid?

Then too, in concurrent parallel, we will have the downfall of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy as starting in the beginning of this
"sword-stroke" phase process. 

Jehovah's witnesses ministry going down dissolved and cancelled, will remove the [only] obstacle (Zech4:6-9), now concealing the
final prophecy meaning of world government to arrive before Christ arrives, to trigger his final arrival in salvation mode first (Rev14),
and on to global conquest last. (Rev19:11-21)

Is the "final witness" clarified and accurate final ministry announced again (Rev10:11), of the "two witnesses" of Revelation 11, going
to aid believability of this forecast? 

5. The [future] 1260 days [requirement] of Revelation 11:3 for that [final human ministry], which will have [preceded] world government
as warning concerning it to trigger the Christ arrival, will also have aided proof this forecast is accurate. (Rev10:5-7)

6. Well, if all that has not come through with the huge global milestone events it will manifest as, the downfall of global corporate
religion (Rev17:12-17), will certainly be a final striking of the bell of midnight for many people worldwide. 

Thus, the prophecy-becoming-global-event-milestones [of the future], keeps stepping through the entire final cycle, and that for a far
more positive Revelation 14:6-8 outcome than some may have expected. (Rev11:13) 

(Revelation 11:13) And in that hour (Rev17:12 world government) a great earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell
(religion deposed, many saved); and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake (complete savable symbol), and
the rest (total savable symbol) became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.

That is, the global downfall of "harlot" sell-out world religion, as outlawed and liquidated by world government [as a corporate complex;
Rev16:12; Rev17:15-17], will free many a person to salvation from the Kingdom of God, not any useless "religion".

7. If that still has not "gotten through" to some people (Hag2:7; Joel2:30-32), then Christ himself in Immortal Kingdom power with
billions of holy angels of the immortal "crown of the woman" (Rev12:1), will seal the awareness of the positive salvation opportunity for
ANYONE willing. 

Christ himself must complete the awareness for the [whole world] with his Revelation 14 personal arrival which will have been in a
"salvation parousia", for a few final convincing years (Dan12:11), for the "8th King" World Government period for this very purpose.

The structured prophecy of God is what describes the steps in the final prophecy continuum of the future. The prophecy of God is
complete and will be made known to some as being complete (Rev10:5-7), and it includes the steps (Rev8-11; Rev16), and the final
Daniel 12 timed sequence to emerge after the Daniel 8:13-14 proving judgment of Jehovah's witnesses apostasy first.

The "good news" prophecy of God has the positive details of the worldwide available salvation purpose for ANYONE willing in
Revelation 14. The prophecy of God can be "mapped" into the future because it has structure which will be registered on global seen
events such as those described in the above which all have cross-references among a number of prophecies in Daniel and Revelation
and many other prophecies.

 

 

 

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/the_coming_epic_judgment_downfall_of_jehovahs_witnesses_draft_january012020.pdf
https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/add-kn-revelation-14_the_everlasting_good_news_part1-7-htm.pdf
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